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LEADERSHIP Series

A Blueprint for
Leadership Growth
The Leadership Series Certificate
Program offers a blueprint to
increase leadership effectiveness
and impact. Our human-centric
approach to leadership
development harnesses insights
from cognitive science to deliver
results that last.
The courses in this flexible series
can be taken in varying order
and are appropriate for leaders
of all experience levels. The entire
series can be spaced over twelve
to eighteen months, or longer as
needed.

Certification and Credit
Participants earn a digital badge for each program
completed. Badges can be shared on social media,
emailed, or printed, and they’re all verifiable online.
When all the programs in the series are completed,
participants also earn a digital Leadership Series
Certificate that recognizes their achievement.
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LEADERSHIP Series

A Comprehensive System
for Leadership Development
To earn the Leadership Series Certificate, leaders will
complete each of the following:

8-Week Program, 4 Hours per Week

8-Week Program, 4 Hours per Week

This program dives into pivotal concepts such as
emotional intelligence, coaching, change agility,
brain health, and leading with head, heart, and
backbone. With relatable content and weekly
practice exercises, leaders can begin applying the
concepts immediately to lead more engaged and
resilient teams.

Coaching fosters accountability, inspires action,
and builds confidence in others by holding them
capable. In eCOACH, leaders learn to shift from
problem-solver to facilitator-of-problem-solving,
with effective models for coaching and difficult
conversations. It includes 1:1 mentor coaching and
feedback.

Monthly Program, 2 Hours per Month

4-Week Short Courses, 3 Hours per Week

Developed for busy managers, eLeaderHUB
provides access to monthly live webinars, microtraining, worksheets, tools, self-assessments,
and a community of like-minded professionals.
Participants receive bite-sized insights with
straightforward, practical advice on how to
become the leader that others love to follow.
eLeaderHUB includes
access to an annual
Virtual Summit
and semi-annual
EVOLVE
Workshops.
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This series of short courses helps leaders leverage
the power of cognitive science to rewire the brain
for increased performance and improved wellbeing. Participants only need to complete one
eFOCUS course to attain the Leadership Series
Certificate.
Option 1 - Building Resilience
Option 2 - Inclusive Leadership
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LEADERSHIP Series

Our approach is:
• 100% Online & Flexible
• Human-Centric Social Learning
• Taught by Expert Faculty, Coaches & Mentors
• Experiential & Applied
• Ideal for Busy, Time-Pressed Managers
• Designed to Support Brain Health, Resilience, & Agility

A learning platform
that gets results.

Leadership lives
on a continuum.
Sometimes it’s best to manage,
and other times it’s ideal to
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coach. Within our programs,
leaders learn how to tell the
difference and are given tools
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and frameworks for each. This
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and empowered workforce.

ABOUT THE FOUNDER
Sandra McDowell, MA, PCC, CPHR, SHRM-SC
With nearly two decades of executive experience and advanced
certifications in Leadership, NeuroLeadership, and Human Resources,
Sandra helps professionals at all levels become courageous, humancentric leaders by harnessing the untapped power of the brain. She
continues to serve as lead faculty and as an integral part of participant
learning and development.
Visit e-leadershipacademy.com
to learn more and enroll.
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